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In development at PES 2011 Game Changers, and announced at the Japan Expo in Paris, the football pitch and player movements captured from in-game capture technology will be used to provide a high-intensity, real-life feel in the movement of the ball and players. The second part of the FIFA series to use a
similar motion-capture technology to create a highly realistic football game is FIFA 13. HyperMotion Technology will also be applied to real-time interaction for more intelligent and responsive controls. Strikers are also supported with more accurate and dynamic shot reactions. Features New “European
Football” and “All-New Grasshopper” gameplay environments New animation and environments throughout entire pitch including crowd and stadium Enhanced stadium facilities including innovations in broadcast studio Improved team kits, player faces and player animations New celebrations including

celebration pillars New celebration choreography using motion capture technology New Team of the Year campaign New uniforms and shorts for all teams including groundbreaking new Adidas kits for Chelsea, Manchester United, PSV Eindhoven and Benfica Personal Player Contract for the first time Improved
player intelligence with new annotations allowing gamers to gain information on new teams, players and formations New tactics for key moments such as defend, attack and counterattack New techniques and skills New penalties New commentator and stadium voices Enhanced gameplay including new
stadiums and improved gameplay enhancements New stadiums New crowds New venue ambience New commentator team More realistic commentary New visuals and improvements to the referee New stadium facilities including female referees, VIP areas, new press box and new LED scoreboards New

graphics engine Improved shot and goal animations and free kicks New ball physics and ball flight New goal celebrations including celebratory pillars New hairstyles Superstar player faces and facial expressions Improved team kits Improved player faces and personal skills Improved player animations Improved
player intelligence Improved instant gameplay for reaction and realistic anticipation Improved ball physics Improved ball flight Reduced player recognition time Improved player intelligence Improved goal celebrations New soundtrack Improved goal celebrations Improved game engine Improved game controls

Improved tactics and better match control Improved player and ball AI New face tracking technology New animations

Features Key:

FIFA 22 - Unlock the new ways to play.
NEW GAMEPLAY MEETS FUTURE TECHNOLOGY
CREATE YOUR OWN CLUB: Every journey begins with a club, and this year you’ll take your squad on the road with a whole new club builder, introducing transfer, squad, manager and manager roles.
DYNAMIC TELEMETRY: A huge upgrade to Ball Control gives you unprecedented control over exactly how the ball feels in real-time. NEW MOCK-UP: Every player in the game has been rendered with super-realistic, yet highly-detailed, 3D feet and hands. Every touch, slide, cut, and lob is defined and
replicated so critically as to be physically impossible. Simply put, football has never been better recreated.
GEOGENIC BRANCHING: The soundtrack you hear on the field is determined by where you are on the globe: weather, time of day, day of the week and more factors affect the musical styles in different territories around the world
FERROLIS: It’s more than ever about goals! Tackles, challenges, headers, goal scoring, powering runners and even goals from distance are all in the game.

ENGINEER THE GAME TO SUITE YOU: What do you want to see from your game? Get more control over the characteristics of the game by adjusting key match dynamics like pitch surface, fatigue levels and stadium effects.
DARK NIGHT MODE: The notorious Black’s Night replaces day with a pitch and stadium lit only by the stars. Play here if you want to take matters into your own hands.
DYNAMICS PACK: Dynamic Weather also adds a number of new and unique weather effects and modifications that are unavailable in the default dynamic weather. Dynamic pitch comes standard to all FIFA modes, and Dynamic Ground, Dynamic Atmosphere and Dynamic Weather conditions can
all be enabled to unlock further enhancements including Green Grass Effect, Darkening of the Stadium, Rain, and Snow.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the official videogame adaptation of the FIFA franchise. In FIFA, you can take control of your favorite club's stars to build a squad, control your team on the pitch, and lead your players to victory. The FIFA franchise has sold more than 150 million copies and is the #1 sports franchise
of all time. Discover the New FIFA Experience EA SPORTS FIFA is revolutionizing the way videogames are played. The new in-game user interface, called FIFA Ultimate Team, features intuitive controls and an easy-to-learn setup. A new ball control system helps keep the playing area clean, while
advanced new artificial intelligence (AI) on both offense and defense is designed to make gameplay more authentic than ever before. Players now have complete control of the world and the way their team plays the game, giving them unprecedented influence over strategy, tactics, and mechanics.
Experience the New Single Player Mode The redesigned Ultimate Team mode lets you take your club from the grassroots all the way to the elite level. With your club's most talented FIFA Ultimate Team members in your lineup, you can compete against and challenge the clubs of the world to win
trophies. Play in all-new competitive leagues, where you compete in fantasy, regular, or realistic matches. Take on the best players in the world in different championship formats, and compete in over 500 tournaments. Features: Dedicated Leagues: Play in all-new competitive leagues, including the
UEFA Champions League, UEFA Europa League, Liga MX, and the Chinese Super League. Leagues with Varying Match Types: Play in leagues that feature varying match types, including leagues that range from 5v5 FUT Leagues to 9v9 team match leagues. Varying Match Length: Vary your match length
from standard 5-15, 5-15, or 5-20 minutes. Tournament Settings: Vary the start, end, and round length for all-new 5-20 minute tournaments. Pro Kit & Personalizer: Get a fully customizable and personalizable Pro Kit for your clubs in FIFA, and customize your Pro Kit and Personalizer by requesting new
alternate jerseys, boots, and teams. FIFA Ultimate Team FIFA's new FIFA Ultimate Team mode is home to your favorite club's most talented players. FIFA's new FIFA Ultimate Team mode is home to your favorite club's most talented players. Play in bc9d6d6daa
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Build the Ultimate Team and compete against players around the world. Use FIFA Points and collect players from the real world and add them to your squad. Go on a journey of discovery with the elite from around the world or move up in FUT with progressive unlockables and gameplay experiences.
FIFA Ultimate Team provides an authentic soccer experience for the true collector of football on the PlayStation 4. AEGON PREMIER LEAGUE Premier League – With enhanced visuals, gameplay elements, authenticity and a more immersive Premier League experience, EA SPORTS FIFA 18 brings the
English Premier League experience to life with the most realistic players and clubs of any sports simulation franchise. World Cup 2018 – FIFAWorld Cup 2018 – In partnership with UEFA, FIFA and the Confederation of African Football, EA SPORTS FIFA 18 World Cup Edition is the definitive World Cup 18
experience. Play for the most prestigious title in all of soccer, and battle the world’s best teams in all-new competitive modes. FIFA World Cup 2018 brings to life the most immersive and authentic World Cup experience to date, letting you play anytime, anywhere on PlayStation 4. UEFA EURO 2016 – EA
SPORTS FIFA 18UEFA EURO 2016 – EA SPORTS FIFA 18 features all of the UEFA EURO 2016 football action, including all 32 teams, stadiums, and the introduction of seven new stadiums and two alternate venues for the matches. FIFA 18 features exclusive UEFA EURO 2016 content including an all-new
“Two New Lines” Ultimate Team experience, a re-designed goalkeeper interface, and an expanded version of FIFA Ultimate Team. UEFA EURO 2012 – EA SPORTS FIFA 18UEFA EURO 2012 – FIFA 18 offers the most authentic UEFA EURO experience on PlayStation 4, with all the teams, stadiums and
content of the UEFA EURO 2012 tournament. Players will experience a new “Play to Win” dynamic, enhanced tactical controls, a fresh look on the pitch, and all of the emotional and surprising moments that come with competing at UEFA EURO 2012. FIFA 18 will be available in February 2016. World Cup
2018 will be available on the PlayStation Store on November 29, 2016. About Electronic Arts Electronic Arts a division of EA Sports™, a brand of the Electronic Arts Inc. family of companies (NASDAQ: ERTS), is the world’s leading interactive entertainment software developer and publisher. EA has more
than 30 top-selling console game titles, the #1 all-time best-selling

What's new in Fifa 22:

 Attacking and midfield passes receive increased responsiveness to how hard you press the pass button.
 Improved control over the ball in air.
 Improved controls in backwards passes.
 Reduced object collider sizes to improve gameplay and improve performance
 Improved feeling and visual response to the way you handle the ball.

New game-changing player features:

 Create the most dynamic player movement in FIFA history.
 Pass and move the ball with more fluidity and more precision than ever before.
 Be a player instead of a spectator. Watch your friends take shots, dribble the ball or pick the pass.
 Feel the attributes of the player you want to play. Now you can decide if you want to be powerful and fast, strong and technical, athletic and skilled, or all of the above.
 Immerse yourself in the world’s greatest teams with enhanced officiating, replay reviews, goal-line technology and a series of unique “Team of the Week” scenarios that you can play in
Career Mode.
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FIFA is the World's Game™. A global phenomenon, FIFA is the most popular sports series in the world. Set in authentic stadiums all over the globe, FIFA lets you play the role of a professional
footballer – a virtual sports star, in fact. You take on the role of your favourite footballer and control the most famous players from the biggest clubs in the world. FIFA is your chance to play
like a pro, and only FIFA can give you the experience of becoming part of the team. FIFA 22 lets you play as a virtual team and take on the clubs and players from the world's best football
leagues including the English Premier League™, Spanish La Liga™, and many more. With more than 1,000 teams, tens of thousands of players and authentic stadiums, there's never been a
better time to play FIFA. In FIFA, you're the star. You control the action from start to finish, moving players into the right position with pinpoint accuracy. You build attacking moves, learn to
control the game by making intelligent decisions with 360° ball control and make smart runs with awareness of your positioning on the pitch. FIFA's new A.I. engine takes all of this into
account, creating a truly authentic football match-day experience. Take a look at the FIFA 22 covers: Game Cover Transported through time, the year is 1914, the birthplace of football: When
the war first spread across Europe, an intimate match was played between the famous Black Marbles and the famed white (of red and white) Hamburg Seagulls. In a world first, the game was
shown on the first moving pictures. The one-of-a-kind conclusion of this romantic match was one of football's first goals. The game was the ideal metaphor for the times in which football came
into being: With teamwork and passion, players from the Black Marbles represented the future of football. From their first to their final matches, the marbles were the most incredible
players:... • Real Madrid's Alfredo Di Stefano played 4 matches between the Marbles in 1933 and 1934 and scored 4 goals. • Merengues forward Fernando Riera would later become famous in
Spain for his legendary shot against El Salvador in the 1970 World Cup. • Martin Odegaard, who came from Norway to play for Black Marbles at the age of 3, went on to become one of the
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